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Introduction  
 

In the spring of 2016 ESP Solutions Group (ESP) began a project in Wyoming, known as the Wy-

Fi dashboards, to provide Ed-Fi technology to five pilot districts. The focus of this pilot phase 

was to implement Ed-Fi 2.0 core functionality, prepare materials in support of production release 

to all forty-eight Wyoming districts, and to identify and address any issues that might hinder 

adoption of the Ed-Fi technology suite. 

During the pilot phase and continuing into production in the Fall of 2017, it became clear that 

across the state of Wyoming most elementary schools and some schools with higher-level 

grades make use of a Standards-Based Grading (SBG) system.  Because of this the Wyoming 

Department of Education funded a study for ESP to conduct four on-site SBG discussion group 

sessions in June of 2017. The sessions were held with a cross-section of large and small districts, 

and districts using both the Student Information System (SIS) vendors in the state (Infinite 

Campus and PowerSchool).  

The purpose of these site visits was to determine the following items. 

• How do districts currently capture standard based grading? 

• How do the data requirements compare to the existing Ed-Fi ODS schema? 

• What metrics would educators look for regarding this grading standard? 

• How might dashboards be extended to display this grading standard? 

 

In this study we found that the SBG terminology and design differed between the SIS vendors’ 

products.  Also, the districts’ terminology for SBG differed with their interpretations of the 

Wyoming Standards definition vs the Common Core Standards.  The two SIS vendors’ design for 

support of SBG also differ thus adding another layer of difference among the districts.    

In this report, design recommendations are made to correlate these differences and associate 

them to the Ed-Fi data model and terminology.  The Ed-Fi terminology differs from all 

terminology used in Wyoming, so charts are provided to assist in aligning this for 

communication in this document.   
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What is Standards-Based Grading?  
  

In simplified terms, Standards-Based Grading is a means of grading a student’s knowledge and 

mastery against a commonly defined and agreed upon level of performance required at a grade 

level in a defined set of subject (aka content) areas.   

In Wyoming the standard is described in Chapter 10 of the Wyoming Content and Performance 

Standards¹ defined in Wyoming statute, summarized below.   

 

A uniform student content and performance standards for the common core of 

knowledge and the common core of skills and knowledge. For these areas of 

knowledge and skill each student is expected to acquire and demonstrate at levels 

established by the state board of education.  

  

These skills may be integrated into the uniform student content and performance 

standards for the Common Core of Knowledge.  

  

The standards include the K-12 content standards, benchmark standards, and the 

performance standards level descriptors established for the Common Core of 

Knowledge and Common Core of Skills.  

 

Instead of a single overall grade, SBG breaks down the subject (aka content) area into smaller 

“learning targets.” Each target is a teachable concept that students should master by the end of 

the course. Throughout the term, student learning on each target is recorded. Teachers track 

student progress, give appropriate feedback, and adapt instruction to meet student needs.  

In traditional grading, students are primarily measured by the percentage of work successfully 

completed. The assumption is that higher completion rates reflect greater mastery and earn 

higher grades. Often 90% achieves an A, 80% a B, etc.   

In SBG, grading is based on demonstration of mastery. Students attempt standards-aligned 

activities (projects, worksheets, quizzes, essays, presentations, etc.). Teachers assess the student 

output and choose the appropriate mastery level that was demonstrated. ² 
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Fact Finding & Participants    
 

The current core Ed-Fi Dashboard and metric software does not support the use of Standards-

Based Grading (SBG).  SBG is used widely in the Wyoming school districts, most notably in 

elementary schools. With the desire to provide the full extent of the Ed-Fi offering to all its 

schools the Wyoming Department of Education (WDE) funded an effort to interview, research, 

evaluate, and develop a recommendation as to how SBG could be incorporated into Ed-Fi to 

support their needs.   

As part of the fact-finding phase, a trip around Wyoming (WY) was planned where districts 

across the state gathered in locations around the four corners of Wyoming for four separate 

sessions to discuss how SBG is used in their various districts.   

The participants in this research were from the districts listed below in the Wyoming locations 

shown.  Thank You to all that attended the sessions to provide the information needed to 

generate this report.  

In the Rock Springs session the districts below were represented.     

• Sweetwater #1  

• Sweetwater #2 

• Sublette #1  

• Uinta #4 

In the Laramie session the districts below were represented.    

• Albany #1  

• Platte #1 

• Laramie #2  

• Weston #1  

• Wyoming Department of Education  

In the Gillette session the districts below were represented.  

• Weston #7  

• Converse #1 

• Fremont #24  
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In the Thermopolis session the districts below were represented.   

• Hot Springs #1  

• Big Horn #4  

• Park #1  

• Big Horn #3  

• Fremont #14  

• Washakie #1  

• Johnson #1  

• Crook #1  

• Teton #1  

• Park #6  
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Who in Wyoming Uses Standards-Based Grading?   
 

Standards-Based Grading (SBG) is widely used in Wyoming’s elementary schools. As you will see, 

the current Ed-Fi offering supports less than 50% of the Wyoming student population’s grades.  

Nearly half – 21 of 48 – of the Wyoming school districts participated in the SBG sessions across 

the state.  All 21 participating districts use some form of SBG in their elementary and/or higher-

level schools or have near-term plans to implement its use. This indicates that at least 15,300 

elementary grade students are currently unable to have their grading information reflected in 

the Ed-Fi dashboards.  The absence of SBG clearly limits the benefits of the Ed-Fi dashboards for 

these students.    

Assuming all 258 schools supporting grades 1-6 in Wyoming use SBG an approximate 

population of 51,600 students are not being served by Wy-Fi.  This indicates that 55% of all 

students do not have grading information reflected in the Wyoming Ed-Fi dashboards.  

The chart below details student data for each Wyoming district as of the Fall 2017-18 school 

year for the categories:   

• Total student enrollment,  

• Number of students in grades 1-6 (typical definition of elementary school),  

• Number of schools in a district with students in grades 1-6, and  

• Total number of schools in the district.  
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The districts that participated in the SBG sessions are highlighted in yellow in the charts below.  

 

  Enrollment  Fall 2017-18  

District Name Total  

 

Count for 

Grade 1-6 

# Schools w 

Elem Grades 

Total # of 

Schools 

      

All Districts 92,976  51,615 258 356 

Districts w SBG 27,725  15,308 85 122 

      

 

 

  Enrollment  Fall 2017-18  

District Name Total  

 

Count for 

Grade 1-6 

# Schools w 

Elem Grades 

Total # of 

Schools 

Albany #1 4,026   2,267 14 18 

Big Horn #1 1,044   475 5 7 

Big Horn #2 718   390 2 3 

Big Horn #3 476   244 2 3 

Big Horn #4 266   135 2 2 

Campbell #1 8,708   4,948 17 23 

Carbon #1 1,762   996 3 5 

Carbon #2 603   327 5 7 

Converse #1 1,706   924 9 10 

Converse #2 572   317 3 5 

Crook #1 1,145   627 3 5 

Fremont #1 1,787   999 4 6 

Fremont #2 151   80 2 3 

Fremont #6 413   220 3 5 

Fremont #14 621   362 2 3 

Fremont #21 505   310 1 3 

Fremont #24 389   217 1 3 

Fremont #25 2,454   1,360 6 8 

Fremont #38 444   336 1 2 

Goshen #1 1,696   910 7 11 

Hot Springs #1 673   363 2 3 

Johnson #1 1,289   713 4 5 

Laramie #1 14,071   7,942 31 38 

Laramie #2 1,051   574 4 6 

Lincoln #1 613   348 2 4 

Lincoln #2 2,883   1,591 5 9 

Natrona #1 12,975   7,180 30 33 
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Niobrara #1 815   343 3 4 

Park #1 1,837   990 5 7 

Park #6 2,058   1,124 6 8 

Park #16 121   61 1 1 

Platte #1 1,023   543 5 11 

Platte #2 243   144 1 3 

Sheridan #1 930   529 5 8 

Sheridan #2 3,549   1,999 8 10 

Sheridan #3 97   48 2 2 

Sublette #1 1,064   596 3 5 

Sublette #9 546   273 3 4 

Sweetwater #1 5,539   3,140 12 17 

Sweetwater #2 2,606   1,386 8 11 

Teton #1 2,862   1,693 7 9 

Uinta #1 2,684   1,465 6 8 

Uinta #4 838   470 1 2 

Uinta #6 739   395 2 3 

Washakie #1 1,274   651 4 5 

Washakie #2 102   54 1 1 

Weston #1 754   412 3 4 

Weston #7 254   144 2 3 
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Wyoming’s Use of Standards-Based Grading   
 

Currently, in the Wyoming schools, the grading standards used for a district’s Standards-Based 

Grading (SBG) are defined at the district level across that district to comply with the state 

requirements.  The district’s standards are defined within the state guidelines but are not an 

imposed set of standards state-wide.  Some districts use the state defined standards whereas 

others create customized standards that are based on the state’s definition.  Thus, a WY Ed-Fi 

SBG model would have to address the wide range of standards and method of assigning a 

grade to a standard and or subcomponent.  

Wyoming has defined nine content and performance standards across the defined grade levels 

as shown below.  

• ELA (English and Language Arts) – grades K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9-10, 11-12   

• Mathematics – grades K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, HS   

• Science – grades 4, 8, 11    

• Social Studies – grades 2, 5, 8, 12    

• Health – grades 2, 4, 6, 8, 12  

• Physical Education – grades 2, 5, 8, 12  

• Foreign Language – no grade levels; benchmarked among 6 performance levels    

• Career & Vocational Education – grades 5, 8, 11      

• Fine & Performing Arts – grades 4, 8, 11       

 

Some districts have an additional content area defined as Supplemental under which Life Skills, 

etc. are assessed.  

Although the standards are assessed at varying grade levels the various content areas do span 

from kindergarten to 12th grade.  Thus, the Ed-Fi data model would be required to handle all 

these grade levels and their associated grading terminologies or nomenclatures.  

  

 

 

 

 

https://edu.wyoming.gov/educators/standards/
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In the sessions with the Wyoming districts it was quickly realized that different terminologies 

were being used to represent the same entities.  Thus, the diagram below was drafted to 

correlate the various terms/nomenclatures.  

Terminology   

 

 

We found that different terminology was used when speaking from the SIS point of view vs the 

Common Core perspective vs the customized version of those using the WY standards.  See the 

diagram above for the correlation.  

For Wyoming’s use cases of Standards-Based Grading, the districts repeat the definition of a 

Content Area at each grade level with the detail breakdown of the content areas as:  

Standard & Benchmark,  

Domain & Standard, or  

Essential Learning Outcomes (ELO) & Outcome/Checkpoint  

for that Content Area Grade Level (CAGL) as shown above in the diagram.   

 

The terminology used in this document going forward will be the terms and hierarchy shown for 

“SIS Centric.”  

 

The acronym CAGL represents the Content Area + Grade Level.  For instance, Language Arts 

grade 5.  

 

Using the terminology defined above, the correlations to the Ed-Fi Data Model would be such 

that the:  

 

Ed-Fi Learning Standard (defined as a collection to address the levels associated 

with SBG) holds the standard and benchmark levels required for the CAGL. 
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To support Wyoming’s needs, the data model will need to maintain historical data for each  

“Learning Standards and or Benchmark” + “Associated School Year”.  

The name of the SBG Standard to be housed in the Ed-Fi Learning Standard many times remain 

the same while the underlying Benchmarks change as a student progresses in grade level.  To 

support this, a school year needs to be associated with the SBG data.   

 

For the grading/scoring of an entity within the Wyoming SBG model, the Ed-Fi structure will 

need to support numeric and alphanumeric values sent to the ODS from the SIS.  Scoring may 

be given a student at each SBG Level.  The SBG scoring levels are:  

Content Area, 

Standard, and 

Benchmark. 

 

The values shown below are currently used across the State for scoring at the various SBG levels.  

Both the numeric and the term representation forms are used by districts.  

0 – 4 where the terminology associated with these values are:  

4 => Advanced (Excels at Standard)  

3 => Proficient (Meets Standard)   

2 => Basic (Approaching Standard)  

1 => Below Basic (Area of Concern Achieving Standard)  

0 => Could be Blank (The Standard concept has not been introduced or assessed at 

this time.)    

Not Assessed / Not Graded / Blank / NA / NG  

Excellent / Satisfactory / Progressing / Unsatisfactory / E / S / P / U  

For the numeric scoring the value entry and aggregation via the dashboard metric must support 

up to two decimal place calculations. 

The WY districts defined the Ed-Fi Green-Red (meets goal vs below goal) division for the 

numeric scoring of 0 – 4 to be:  

3 and above is Green, whereas,  

2 and below is Red. 

 

It was agreed that scoring below the “Benchmark” level will not be rendered to the dashboard.   
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Each SBG level is to have the ability to hold a score and or aggregated score from a lower SBG 

level.  The levels being Content Area, Standard, and Benchmark.  

The Ed-Fi Learning Standard ID element must be flexible enough to support an ID syntax such as 

the one shown below.  

MA05xxxx.yy   

Such a format is currently defined in some Wyoming SISs.  This format represents Mathematics 

Grade 5 with “xxxx.yy” reflecting additional identification used to define a specific Mathematics 

course or study arena. 

In addition to Wyoming’s defined nine content areas many districts have defined a 

“Supplemental” content area.  Supplemental is to hold grading standards associated with Life 

Skills and sometimes used to hold grading standards designed around their Special Education 

programs.   Support for this additional content areas is not slated for the initial deployment of 

Standards-Based Grading.  

The Wyoming users requested the Ed-Fi Dashboard’s transcript feature support rendering of 

SBG and its varied grading indicators.  The initial deployment of this feature will support 

rendering Standards-Based grades for the current year’s content.   

In addition, most districts want to have prior year SBG data, at least on the Ed-Fi transcript.  SBG 

Benchmark level data does not need to be included in the Ed-Fi transcript.  Also, rendering of 

historical SBG is not supported in the initial deployment of the feature.   
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Below are two examples of how SBG is being used in Wyoming report cards currently.  

From Example #1, the Content area (aka Subject area) of Language Arts is subdivided with 

Standards and further subdivided into Benchmarks.   

Example #1: 

 

In the report card above, students are graded at the benchmark level.  For many districts the 

Benchmark grades/scores are aggregated up to the Standard’s level and further aggregated up 

to the Content Area.  This requires the grades/scores be saved for and at each level of SBG.   
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The card below shows some of the variations required in grading/scoring as well as the 

aggregation scoring requirements. 

 

Example #2: 
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Ed-Fi Data Model Suggestion for Standards-Based Grading   
 

During our discussion with the Wyoming district staff and investigation of how their 

requirements aligned with the current Ed-Fi 2.x data model, we found the data model does 

contain components to satisfy all the required data that will need to be maintained.  

To meet the requirements some tables will need to be associated to one another in a manner 

required for Standards-Based Grading. This will be discussed more further down in this section.  

The Ed-Fi 2.x data model tables listed below would be defined to hold the required data to 

support the Wyoming use of SBG.  

Student  

Section  

StudentSectionAssociation  

Course  

CourseOffering 

LearningStandard  

LearningStandardGradedLevel  

Grade  

GradeLearningStandardGrade (extension)  

CourseLearningStandard (resource not being use in the initial deployment of SBG)  

CourseTranscript (resource not being use in the initial deployment of SBG)  

 

In the Ed-Fi model configuration shown in the diagram below the table’s data elements are 

unchanged and keys are used as defined by the current 2.x Data Standard.  Some existing table 

elements might have to be additional configured as keys to ensure the data integrity.  

To provide all the required data elements to support SBG, various tables not typically associated 

with one another have now been linked together to create an SBG Data Model.  The SGB data 

model uses the Learning Standard and the Grade tables, along with the typical Student, Course, 

Section, etc. tables.  A new table extension, GradeLearningStandardGrade, will hold the scoring 

required for SBG at each SBG level, i.e., Standard and Benchmark. Not every school scores at 

every level but since some do score at every level and others score at various levels the ability to 

hold the score is required at each level.    

Foreign key requirements will be determined on implementation when and if a requirement to 

maintain data integrity becomes apparent.  
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Ed-Fi 2.5 ODS based using Grade Learning Standard

AS of 06/03/2019
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Below is an SBG report card diagram with its corresponding data model diagram.  

  

 

        Grading Periods 

        P1 P2 P3 P4 

Language Arts                     

  |------>      Writing            1 1 

  |   |---->     Opinion/Argument Writing       1 1 

  |   |---->     Informative/Explanatory Writing       1 1 

  |   |---->     Narrative Writing       NG 1 

  |                    

  |------>      Reading Foundation Skills        3 2 

  |------>      ………                      

Mathematics                2 3 

  |------>      Operations & Algebraic Training            2 3 

  |------>      Number & Operations in Base 10        NG 1 

  |------>      Measurement & Data        NG 3 

  |------>      ………                       
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LearningStandard (edfi)

 Opinion/Argument Writing 
StudentGradeBookEntry (edfi)

   

StudentGradeBookEntry (edfi)

   

StudentGradeBookEntry (edfi)

 entered when provided 

LearningObjective (edfi)

 Reading 

StudentGradeBookEntry (edfi)

   

StudentGradeBookEntry (edfi)

   

StudentGradeBookEntry (edfi)

   

Example Excerpt of Ed-Fi Data Model Table as Relates to the Report Card 

. . . 

. . . 

Course (edfi)

 Language Arts 

. . . 

LearningObjective (edfi)

 Writing . . . 

. . . 

. . . 

Course (edfi)

 Mathematics 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 
LearningObjective (edfi)

 Operations & Algebraic Training 
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Wyoming’s Standards-Based Grading Compared to Nebraska’s  
 

Standards-Based Grading (SBG) discussions were held with representatives of several Nebraska 

school districts to understand, gather, and compare their uses to those of Wyoming.   

This research was done so that the design recommended could be as inclusive as possible for a 

wide range of states with Standards-Based Grading.  

Attendees to the discussion represented:  

• 2 districts using Infinite Campus, 

• 7 districts using Power School, and  

• 8 districts using an in-house SIS system (SIMS).   

 

In Nebraska, several districts currently use SBG at the K-6 grades and have plans for expanding 

to middle and high school grades on the roadmap.  

The group stated they would, like Wyoming, want scoring at both the Content Area and 

Standard level.  Many times, the course grade is equivalent to the Content Area grade/score.  

 

Nebraska SBG uses much of the same scoring defined in the study for Wyoming districts but do 

have some additional scoring terms, shown below.  

• In the performance denoted with Advanced and Proficient, the lower levels are indicated 

by the terms Progressing and Beginning.  Progressing and Beginning correlate to Basic 

and Below Basic. The numeric representation for the terms follows the same ordering as 

used in Wyoming. 

 

4 => Advanced  

3 => Proficient    

2 => Progressing   

1 => Beginning   

 

• Other terms used to indicate level of performance are Exceeds, Meets, Partial, and Needs 

Support. 

Their use of terms for indication of performance is another supporting factor that SBG scoring 

needs to be defined as an alphanumeric element.   
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Participants in Nebraska also want SBG to render on the Ed-Fi Transcript dashboard page.  

 

The Nebraska report card follows the same Content Area, Standards, and Benchmark layout as in 

Wyoming.  Also, the scoring has similar numeric and alphanumeric requirements. 

Below is a grade report card snapshot for a Nebraska school that uses Standards-Based Grading.   

 

 

In summary, the SBG data model recommended would support the needs of both Wyoming and 

Nebraska.  

 

THANK YOU to Nebraska for your participation.   
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Outstanding Questions  
 

• Wyoming districts are required to provide students’ performance to their State 

standards.  How could the dashboard display and or export student performance?  

 

• How could the dashboard render a district’s performance against any state-defined goals 

and/or past district performance?  This assists with showing improvement over time, 

which is also required.   
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Referenced Material  
 

¹ “WDE Chapter 10 - Content & Performance Standards” 

² “What is Standards-Based Grading?” – https://www.teacherease.com/standards-based-

grading.aspx    

 

https://www.teacherease.com/standards-based-grading.aspx
https://www.teacherease.com/standards-based-grading.aspx

